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Summary of Plndings. and COncluding observations

Ao

Summary of Pindings:
The

for~oing di$CUssio~

proves that tbe concepts of
loped by

Tagore~

~tudy

ln this

nation~llsm

into account the impact of

eertain sociOceeonomie and political factorae

In

f~ct,

an indepth

phenomena called for • close exanination of the

thes~

proper setting

deve-

and intern«lltionalime··· -a$ 1

Gandhi and Nehru 9 n_eed to be analysed in the

proper historical context, taking

study of

conclusively

~

social~

economic and political.

faze1n3ting to not6 that all the

thr®~

thinkers

..

to explain it from a broader perspeetlvea

It is equally

und~r

study eought

Mention must be made of

Gandhi and Nehru who were gt11ided not only by conceptual consider.~·
t1ons 9 but elso by ~:
r-s practical application.

the c_pncap,ts

~ecame t~ols

the l.nd0p_endenc.s of rnd1a•
,.

for

3Chi~_ing

. Thu.s~

the

o~e ca~

To both of them 9

desir~

nat:lcnal goal =-

reasonably argue that

the notions of nationalism and internationalism in the Indian con=

text have their teleological lmpllea.tions.

Initia~lly 9 the~e

may

&p.'pear to be the end=prodlllct of a long political p:roefdss, that 1s,
the

nat!~nal

freedom movementcr

of looking at the probl.-.

But this may be a simplistic way

The ideas of nationalism and 1ntema..

t.ionalism, _..,lewed from teleological perspeet:lve 9 offer new insights
into the mental

individwal

mak~up, -~litical

val~e-preferences~

and 9

af.filiations, social
abov~ all~

social

eonmitment~.,

awaren~ss

of

the persons responsible for rendering service$ to the nation at a
very critical juncture of Indian history.

\

I

I
I
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With

aought to answer

thi~

~me

end in v1ew9 the present study has
rel~vant qu@st1ons~ pos~d

of the most

the_ .outs.et~ relating to the eoneep_ts of nationalism and

at

intern~

t1onalism 0 as viewed by Tage:te 0 Gandhi and Nehru.
~itb ~egard t~

the basic

fo~dations

of nation.,

li!Jm _and intel'ftat!onalism -d their mutual 1nt61ract1on" 1t may

be mentioned that tbe problem should be analysed from its
hi~torical perspectiv~

and the· same _bas been attempted in the

chapter en conceptual framework and in the context of Indian
nationalism.
Ths

ide~l

Gf

nati~nalism

Europe. in the last quarter

or

initially

emerg~d

in

the lstb eentury France" and from

-

.

there engultod the wholti of Europe and it also turned to be a

force behind the resurgence of AfracAsian Nationalism.

there is

and internationalism.
no . agread v1aw about th0 eoncepts. of natiCJ\ alism1 'irooU@Ihl_ ~h§ .
co~cepts_reveal st~u~tural
~~y trans{Qrmatio~st y~t

~-

_in their g•e.sis and

nationalism

i~

variation and their history shows so
some sort of uniformity is also

g_~wth•

that aen are

one of the basic foundation of
id~ntified

first and

foremost~

nation to whieh people render their fervent devotion.
disint_~ration

by

the

of the older form of social system and the

'

emergence of 1 bourg•1s&,and the
respo~$ible

~lsible

0

common men' were commonly

for the formation of a nation.

As a movement, it

has --dergone transformation from an 'elite' movement to
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'bourgeois', and from that to 'mass-movement'.

These exhibit the

fact that behind formation, and growth 0 there has bean uniformity

and everywhere the increasing role of socialf) economic and poli..,
tical factors is also marked.

Ideologically, n.ationalism found

company in 'democracy' and despite its deterioration to
'fascism' and 'nazism', conscious and consistent attempts were
always made to establish linkage with 'democracy', 'secularism'
and

11

socialism'··

Nationalism reveals some broad general charae=

teristicsas an ideal for unity 9 independence and welfare of the
people.
Internationalism comes as a composite of several
functionally specific
legal~·

or~ers,

such as, military 9 diplomatic, .

economic and moral• The collapse of feudal order led to

the lcgitimisation of an international order dt!e to the existence

.

of. sovereign states•

The emergence of imperialism led to extr.-

natlonal expansionism, resulting into colonisation of Afro-Asian
coun~rios

which necessitated eollapse of colonial· system•

As an

ideal, internationalism like nationaiism~ is associated With a
high level of. s_G)ci~l~ eultural 11 political and economic integration

processes and not the least, by the impact of Industrial Revolu-

tion and scientific technological advancemente

ideal of supraFnational society
cracy~

secularism~

-~~®~

humanism, socialism

It

c~e

as an

on the ideology of demo~

and communism Wherein

in the thrust remained on freedom and self=determination. Instit~
tional manifestations, 1n the. shape of the Leagt11e of Nations~ the

United Nations Organisation 0 other governmental and non-.governmental

organisation~

are mush··rooming the Y.orld scene.

Like

'-

nationalism. internationalism bas been prey. to certain lapses
which led to the outbreak of the two world wars.
the world society, pluralists plead for

moral~

In order to cure

economic and poli...

tical shanges within the state for improved inter=aetion
states.

ameng

the

Federalists advance the plea for global organisational

set... up, tn order to secure collective co-existence without sacrificing fundamental individual rights.

The fact remains there is

irrestible pressure towards international co-operation and integraa
tion on global level and the ideal of attainment of the goal of
'security', 'welfare' and justice of the peoplsj is the essence of
intemnationalism.
In the Indian perspective, nationalism has been
identified to a greater

extent~

in the shape of identification of

the state with people•. The same has been explained in the chapter
on Indian nationalism.

Here we place in brief, in the context of

national· movement, ideology of nationalism in India.
Indian national movemeat came in general. as a
living part -of the world movement and, in

particular~

the Afro-Asian movement, against colonial rule.
lism,in course of

t~e •. found

as a part of

Indian nationa-

identification of state with people

since it was state--nation and not the natioll->state in the strictest sense of the term• The modern-state and the nation-state are

· ea=extensive in modernisation and development-.

As a movement,

nationalism in India.- acquired the mass character under the
leadership of Gandhi.

The important aspect of Indian reality was

that there always existed antagonism between the ruler and the
ruled.

This led to the birth, growth and fulfillment of Indian

nationalism.

Ideologically, nationalism is inconceivable with-

out democracy and, in case of

India~

collective grievance of the

people were ventilated at a higher level.
fraternity were the catchwords.

Liberty, equality and

Indian nationalism reflected

>

all these end at the later stage included secularism and socialism.

Thus perfect identification with people is observed. ·
Nationalism was at a particular period of history

associated with democracy, but with the change of time it got
interlocked with imperialism.

An

attempt has been made to

explain the same in the chapter on conceptual framework, as well
as in the views of Tagore, Gandhi and Nehru.

In short, it can be stated that mostly, nationathe

lism, initially, flourished ir¥industrialised countries and
their national

production~

national wealth and the national
the
resources were produced and handled byfbig business and industries.

Their search for more and more profit led to the search

of new market.

The world became too small for the high ambition

of these imperialist power.

Narrow

.~pirit

of nationalism was

whipped up in every western country add Europe became an armed

camp·•

There was strDGng competition in industry, trade and arma-

ments.

Owing to scientific and technological advancement, the

whole structure under industri2l capitali.sm bred frictions between
nation and nation, class and 'class and man and man.

The three

decades, from 1884 to 1914, became the period of imperialism,
~hich

can be safely regarded as the preparatory for the catastro-

phes that came during the
War•

inte~war

period and the Second World

Everywhere, a section of people. protested against this ruth-

less oppresGion.

This new phenomenon of alliance between people

and capital divided the world into master and slave, higher and
lower

breeds~

coloured and white.

Racialism, became a powerful

imperialistic policy which created a race of aristocrats against
nation of citizens, German
Napoleonic wars.

rae~ thinking

was implanted during. the

The • survival of the fittest' also helped

r.acism and totalitarian forms of governments were established on
the basis of race and· bureaucracy•

Nationalism also manifested

through nazism, fascism, and other varieties of totalitarianism
between the two world wars and even thereafter.
and nationalism were strongly interlocked•

tried to unite Europe under the French

f~ag.

Thus~

imperialism

But when Napoleon

that led either to

the full awakening of the .conquered people's national consciou9d

ness, and, to
tyranny•

consequ~nt

rebellion against the

con~uerer,

or to

The same happened to the Afro-Asian countries where it

was imperialism which was mainly responsible as a force behind the

resurgence of the liberation movement of Afro-Asian countries,

Indian liberation movement also fell under this category.
Discussing the basic characteristics of the anticolonial varieties of nationalism in
Indian

nationalism~

general~

and its impact on

we may place them in brief. as followBs,c:;:

The basic characteristics of the anti..,colonial
variety of nationalism were more or less uniform• Indian national
movement also emerged as the part of the Af%'0->Asian movementi The
growth of the Third World

nationalism~

a global movementt was in

response to colonialisation of Afra-Asian nations·•

Mainly it was

.,

in chaaacter•

aftti-~olonial

Prom another

perspective~

it can be

mentioned that nationalism in the thiTd world bad two principal
feature$ : a drive to throw off the ascendency of the western power
in its negative phase; and, to adopt their system with the dtlibec
rate

~!loice

tral

feat.ure

e~onomic

without any pressure, in_ its positive phase•

The cen=

of this brand of nationalism was to raise voice against

exploitation, coercion and racial

practised in almost all the

coloni~s.

dis~rimination

being

The external factors also

GV

played,Aquite significant role in the •ergencef) growth and fulfill""

ment of national goal as to the third world
influences were Euro=eentric.
nial

yoke~

nationalism~

And 'bhese

In the war of liberation from eol0=

culturally and socially discreet,groups of people

joined together, in the hope 9 to accomplish certain objectives of
unity~

integrity and development•

emerged as the

anti~colonial

Indian national movement also

variety of nationalism•

As a part of

l

the

Afr~Asian

character.

movement it took anti-colonial and anti-racial

It also followed democratic, secular and egalitarian

aanifestations of the western nationalism•

The wbole movement

was to achieve national independence& welfare and untty of the
people: Prom another perspective, the nature of Indian nationalism can be taken as synthetic.
that was native nor discarded

Inl1a did not retain everthing

~erything

that was foreign.

The factors responsible for tbe emergence., growth

and subsequent consolAdation of Indian nationalism constitute an
independent chapter of the study on Indian nationalism.

A brief

resume is attempted here.
Indian nationalism emerged as a result of action
and interaction of numerous subjective and objective factors
which developed under the British rule and the impact of-world
forces.

It came as a defence--mechanism against tho foreign rule.

The emergence of Indian nationalism has a long historical baek=
ground~

second

Indian Renaissance of the 19th eentury, mainly in the
half~

paved the_ way for its

gro,~h•

The social,

economic~

political and cultural factors olsc accelerated the pace of the
nationalist

movement~

The

proc~ss

Indian nationalism culminated in
National Congress•

of the ideological growth of

the

formation of the Indian

In the first stage the intelligentsia con&c

tituted the front rank

leadershiP~t

which was later on joined

and supported by the bourgeois and feudal lords. · In the final
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stage of nationalist movement 9 the

~rkers

and the peasants

joined itt; Indian national movement gathered momentum with the
partition of Bengal. in the truest sense of the; termr> and wldened
with the participation of the peasants and labours"•

The impact

of tbe world events such as!') Japan e s victory over Russia, the
P!rst World Vfar, Russian

Revolution~

the formation of the League

of Nations, and the major events in between the two world wars,

and finally, the outbreak of the Second World War 9 accelerated the
momentum of Indian national

movement~

It Mluld not be off the track tcf mention here that
the soeiologleal foundation of Tagor0 1 s political thought and the
socia=polltieal and cultural dimensions of bis nationalism have
been

detall~d

in the ebapter on Tagore• s ideas of nationalism.:

However 8 a brief

resumQ~

tc this ef'fect 8 WDuld suffiee in hlgiF

lighting the desired views•

Tagcre had the perfeet knowledge of the fact that
..

India bad ceased to be politically and culturally creative• Love
of the country was not the charaetGristic of the tagore's
Tago~e

felt the urgent need cf providing national identity and in

this regard, he

addre~sed

political lead@rs, landlords and the

educated youth to respond to the demand of the nation•

1ly9 he

agen~

beli~ed

Politic•

that Britishers failed to make India their home 9

not learned the language of the people and

diser~inated

the

Indians raeially• Uftdemoeratie behaviour and racial discrimin&o
tion found in Tegore a

~ehement

critie of British rule in Indiae
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He wrote a great

deal~

on soeial and political questions•

the source of inspiration ta
to the simple unlettered
the
to

th~ le~ders~ iftt~llectu~ls

countr,men~

He

problem and suggested

HindUFMusl~

solv~ ~his p~blem~

economy~

In

He was

and even

paid serious attention to

s~eularism

as the only way

his spheres of &ct1on included

interest of the downtrodden.

such measures which stood for the

Tagorees concept of internationalism in
the concept of the 'great federation of

')

~"~,in

gener~lt

and

particular, forms

the core of his ideas on nationalism and internationalism.

His

thinking on internationalism reflects his humanist, universalist
and iaternatiGnali&t views.

His onslaught on nationalism forms

the core of his internationalism.

He advocated that every nation

should behave like a member of the world family 9 constituting
world federation.
nations·.

'Man'

So he supported the liberation of all the

continuoo~

in his

account~

not for the satisfaea

tion of his material needs but in order to strive with all his
might {or the revelation of the 'universal man' in the world of
men~

So what

was true of an individual was also true in the

society and what was true for a society was equally true for a
nation.

Thus Tagors produced integrated humanism with a plan· of

'the great federation of man• in his nationalistic discoursee

In regard to
0

Gandhi~s

attempts at spiritualisation

f politics and their impact on nationalism and in•ernationalisme

a detailed analysis has been

att~mpted

in his social ideas on

nationslism and

internationali~~
short~

In

it can be pointed out that Gandhi was a

moral purist and as such produced a thorough and a

application of the crtteriology of
nial

encounter~

bad.

good~

whol~sale

To him, even the cola=

between England and India was between good and

Non=violence became both the end and means of social change.

His God lived in humanity and Indians were in helpless condition

l

undor the British

So to serve the countrymen was nation&e

rule~

lism, and the only prayer to God.
never be a menace for the world.

The freedom of India could
He favoured democracy but was

of the opinion that only through the means of non-violence that

He tried to arouse the social consciousness

could be achieved.

so that the people could solve their difficulties by themselvese
Gandhi ereated the machinery for the Congress, won the masses for
~··

His moral interpretation

it, with ftlnd to earry on 3gitation.
of politics helped

crime against the

h~

to rid the Hindu society of the heinous

He was a man of religion

outeastes~

b~t

· asserted that he did not know any religion apart from human
vity.

To

h~~

nationalist•
~eparate

this helped htm to be a

religion here from

so to

acti~

and an interc

He rightly und{l}rstood that it was not possible to
politics~

ser~e

poor was

was sU!pported by Gandhi"

In his religion, God

God could be visible through the

appeared in 'work and wage'.
~Poor'

~niversalist

he

wo~~hip.

He

oppo~u~d

As an ideology, seeularism
state aid to religion.

He

was totally oppo$ed to partition and sacrificed his life for the
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cause of Hindu MU!9lim Q:'.St~.J'aL~\~t:fo
His economic doctrine was that of the investment in

the human capital.
'breacf..labour'.
system~

Work performed in the service or others,- waa

IJian is the micro= unit of this socio=economic

totally depending on morality and ethics.

to humanity at large.
economic~

His eoneppt of economic freedom was partly

partly moral and partly spiritual - a deeply national

ideology•

His economic programme reflected his commitment to the

cause of poverty eliviat1on;e

nomy and

This applied

favoure~

He opposed state control over eco-

decentralisation = a democratic approach. Tru&=

teeship and Sarvodaya formed the base of ideological foundations
of Gandhian political economy-committed te the task of unprevileged

humanity~

all

social~

Acceptance of

0

Ahimsa 1 as an 'end' and a

means~

in

political 9 economic affairs of individual 9 society

and nation fGrmed the base of Gandhian political philosophy. It

was purity of means which formed the bedrock of Gandhian nation&c>
lism and internationalism.
and

econamic~were

All his movements ..,. social. political

guided by this principle.

Man is the central figure, in Gandhi's political
analysis~

in both nationalism and internationalism$

was individual-moral.

ring fo:r another

His approach

To him 9 Indian freedom never meant suffe-

country~

He held!) time and againf) internationac-

lism is possible only when nationalism is

a fact.

. ~~@cause

nationalism is no evil, it is narrownesse selfishness 8 exclusivem
ne~s

which is evil.

He was not a

regionalist~

favouring Africa
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for Africans or Asia for Asiatics and& as
opposed to regionalism.

sueh~

was totally

Gandhi provided the compact philosophy

which was equally valid · for the individual, the nation and also

for the world society and this was b6sed on the method of nonviolence.

He was opposed to imperialism, fascism apd nazism to

a greater extent, and even to liberal democracy.

condemned wcm and appealed e\feryone for peace.
cate of

internat~onal

Gandhi strongly
An

ardent advo-

eo-operation and eollaborat ion, Gandhi also

favoured

feder~ion

of independent nations.

~conomic

equality be established and exploitation of one nation

He wanted that

by the other be stopped and suggested realist measures for the
disarmament~

His suggestion to the states not to

u~e fo~ce

be pre-su-posed as real steps towards internationalism.

could

If the

civilization is nlfat to disintegrate the premises of Gandhi have
~ediate relevance~

of polities·•

no_matter, it be termed as spiritualisation

The most crucial theoretical fountCation of his

entire strategy of winning swaraj for India.

Gandhi challenged the foundations of modern civilisation in the 'Hind. Swaraj 1

(Indian fbme Rule).

On the

surface,

it is indeed a critique of modern civilization, a civilisation
only in a name•

culture,

r~ther,

The emphasis is not so much on the elements of
more forcefully to the moral failQre.

So to

him, colonial encounter was not between England and India or
between the East and the West but between good and bad.
It is a moral failure on the part of Indians that

led to the conquest of India•

It is not because of the lack of

modernity or presence of backwardness but for the reasons that
Indians were subduced to the glitter of modern

civ111~ation•

As

long as, Indians continufl to harbour the illusions of the modern

civilization they will remain a subject nation.

To Gandhiv it is

not the physical presence of English which makes India a subject
nation, rather, it is the moderA civilization which has su}:tjected
it~

Hls account proceeds with an indictment of modern civiliza-

tionf) as 1 t has aerg ed in the west and is being imported to
India~.

Modern civilization has released the forces of unbridled

competition and there by bring upon the society the evils of
pov~rty.

The driving social urge is the craving for excessive

consumption.

'

On this basis" he advances his thought on. nationa-

lism and holds that there is no way in which any process of in-

dustrialisation can avoid the creation of exploitative and inhumane relations of exchange between the town and the country.

He

prescribed 'Khadi' as the only sound economic proposition for
India.

few.

To him, mechanisation is good only when the hands are too

He proposed the theory of 'trusteeship' and 8 Sarvodaya' to

redress the
poverty of the Indians.
,

On political front, he eri-

ticises the liberal dGmocraey of the West on the graund that the
parliament, the
the inte~est

go~ernment

and the political parties worked for

of a group and not for the

disease is the same.

common

men.

Hence the

On the international.lavel 9 he finds

imperialism subordinating morality and exploiting the nations

which is directly related to
and it

p~rposes.

o~anisation

of social

prod~ction

Thus What is prescribed for India is equally

applicable outside the thematic of nationalism and also not with=
in the bounds of post=enlightenment thought•

However~

one should

take into account the fact that he was mainly concerned with the
political movement of the liberation of the country.
The basic postulate of Gandhian idea is that nationalism is the logical step to internationalism 0 and the same is
being recorded in brief.
. Gandhi's political philosophy is totally based on

Q:o,d..

.

individual)...moral analysis.·

Love of man~ .and not hatred~ is the

motive force·behind his conception of nationalism and internac
'\r.i@llilgjli®l!!IDo·· "·lt.o'\!1® tOJf man impelled Gandhi to be both a nationalist

and internationalist. Gandhi's view on religion also helped him
to believe that all religions helped to extend notion of international brotherhood.

According to Gandhit India was doomed unless

reconstituted, on the basis of new moral and political principles.

His 'Swadeshi' taught htm that by being born in it. and

having inherited Indian
servtce•

culture~

India had prior claim to his

If he worked primarily for his countrymen, it was be-

cause he was born among them and because their suffering and
humiliation supplied the necessary incentives to his moral sensibility and his political crusade.

Gandhi repeatedly claimed

that a man could serve both his country and the

world~

serve his

!rll@ighboUJx-s. a~- w~),~];=·&~

for India did not

hlumanity.

He

categorically held freedom

mean sufferings for another country.

As a

political concept, nationalism came to him as the basis for
internationalism.

As a practical politician, he could link

independence of India to the furtherance of the cause of humanity.
He was quite aware

of the fact that

0

the world has shrunk to a

pinhead' and even the slightest movement on one spot effected the
wholeo

So he was not preaching an abstract internationalism.

Gandhi analysed nationalism in its truest perspective when he
observed that nationalism was not an evil; it was

narrowness~

~

aJV\J..

selfishness/t exclusiveness which were"-evils. He continued that the
profit at the expense of other nations became the order of international society.
narrowness~

So'if he could keep India out of this

selfishness and exclusiveness, only then, he would be

able and justified in serving humanity.

He

tried hard to keep

India _-:~w~y from narrow, exclusive concept of nationalism.

That

is why, Gandhi declared time and again, that it is impossible to
be internationalist since only a good nationalist could become a
true inteTnationalist.

Gandhi never supported

,
'regionalism and

was not in favour of Africa for Africans or Asia for Asiatics. To
him, there was no
Weste

im~ssable

barrier between the East and the

He believed due to technological advancement imperialist

design emerged in Europe and that led to colonialisation of AfroAsian countries which also practised radical discrimination and
economic exploitation.

To him, imperialism subordinated both

morality and politics to the cause of profit maximisation.

His

method rested on purity of means where both morality and politics
So what was bad for an individual was equally had for

were merged•

the nation•
and

nazism~

He critised liberal demoeracy, imperialism, fascism
condemned wart favoured for-mation of international

organisation, was an apostle of peace! talked of disarmament. His
philosophical analysis provided directive principles for world
federation based on co-operation, principles of equality, nonviolence, sacrifice and humanitarian ethics.

Thus Gandhi held, it is impossible to be

internatio~

nalist without being a nationalist and internationalism is possible
only when nationalism is a fact.
Nehru's ideology of internationalism is as powerful
as his.vlews on ~ationalism.
. nationalism•

the synthesis.

His nationalism is

He emphasised that greater stress should be given on .
He did not retain everything that was Indian nor

discarded everything that was from abroad.
a~etor

equal to inter-

Nehru emerged as an

in the political drama and participated in the struggle for

freedom~-

ideology.

Indian nationalism found in him, a contributor for its
Nehru was quite aware of the fact that •nationalistic

outlook filled the minds of Indians 8 so long India was not free

from colonial rule.

He took note of the fact that the

changes~

that were being brought by the inventions and the development of
science had already integrated the world. His reading of ~rld
history 8dd understanding of ~perialism further helped him to
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tbink in terms of interdependence of

nations~

Two rival political

and economic system the imperialist and fascist on one side, and
the socialist an<f the nationalist on the others, further, found in

Nehru an urge to opt for socialism~

All these led Nehru to co~

eTude whether it was nationalism or economy no country could lead
an isolated

life~

In this global

perspecti~e,

Nehru analysed and

formulated hls views on Indian nationalism, synthesising what he
deemed to be the best for India•
Tagoree like Nehru, also supported a synthesis
tween the East and the West.

b~

His world view was moulded by English

liberalism in the formative period of his iife, his direct contact
with the modern world, the English people and their mighty liter.ture, and frequent visits to other countries.

On the

other hand,

his philosophy of nationalism and internationalism was equally
influenced by his family and the Indian background.

Tagore' s

humanism condemned the lust for .power and profit and advised the

Western countries to

~liminate

their ills.

boundary wall between the East and the West'i

To

Tagore~

there was no

He warned the East

not to reject the West but to learn from them their achievements in
science and technology.
Nehru rejected the

'assimilative~

integral religious

approach 0 on the grounds given beloW:
Nehru did not regard nationalism as religious faith
rather he believed that it emerged at a certain stage of histori-
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eal developmente

He knew the history of Western nationalism, its

origin, growth and consolidation•

He

was influenced by the we.,

tern conceptualisation of secularism and believed
never meant disregard to religion, rather it

th~t

meant~

where freedom of religion and eonscience would be

secularism

a state

guaranteed~

His ideology of nationalism was essentially secular and for a
country like India where people of different religions lived it
was a must• Nehru explained that it was due to the lack of the
ideology of

secularism~

that in India, communalism spread and

only the political reactionaries took to communalism.

It is

Nehru's contribution that he included both socialism and democracy into the concept of

se~ular1sm•

To him 8 communalism was

an economic problem 8 and partly a middle class problem and eommUm
nal leaders were only to obstruct the political advance of freedom movement.

To him, both the Hindu Mahasabba leaders and the

Muslim League leaders were opposed to progressive eeonomie movement

and~

as

such~

represented a small upper class

reactionary

group against the radical tendencies.
Britain started enslaving Indians spiritually with
the spread of chirstianity.

In response to this action struggle

for liberation from christianity started.

One such attempt was

made by Dayananda tax in defence of the native religion.
him~elf

to the task of reforming and

r~iving

Hinduism with a call to 'Back to Vedas'.
nion~

He set

the religion of

In Vi'\lekananda' s opi-

religion had to be the principle and leading force in

·implementing all social changes !n India.

If any one wanted to
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speak of politics he mutt speak tt-:rough the language of
Aurebindo, a
se~reh

yedantist~

is of

th~

religion~

view that philosophy is the

for the fundamental truth and it is religion that eommUo

nicates truth to the soul of man.
.

expr@~sicn

A r$ligion that is not the

.

of philosophie truth deganerates into

sup~rstition.

So he wanted to reorient the traditional Vedanta making it
YIOrMy.

Nehr~e

throughout his career 9 carried oR a

less struggle against narrow concept of
whole hearted

outlook.

ad'mi~f6r

Nehru'~

nationalism~

relent~

He was a

of' the scientific, rational and humane

nationali$m was composite where there was ng

place to religious fundamentalism and obacurantism.
Nehru's

•r~eoncil1atory

lism is found 9 to a greater

extent~

approach 8 to internationa=

in conformity with his

id~as

on nationali••
Nehru" s internationalism is the record of the out=

standing events of the ¥.Orld and analysis of the main ideologies.

His vast knowledge of history 0 philosophy and world economy

helped

h~

advance his

~derstanding

of

In~&rnational

society•

The universal character of the laws of historical d®velopment 9
int€graticn of the world eoonomy 11 the Industrial and Mechanical

all taken together~ helped Nehru to view and judge
the
Indian problem~ in/global perspective. Nehru understood well that

Revolutions~
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the country was yet to be free and as such nationalism filled
Indisn

minds~

He also thougttthat his primary loyalty was to

Indian national freedom but he was sternly against narrow nationalism and very critical of
chauvinism,

aggressi~en*ss

S@lf~assertion

which turned into

and,bostilities towards other nation.

He did not like that type of

nation~lism

where the people were

to withdraw into the shell of its own history -"and tradition and
in this respect wanted that India should maintsin contact with
others so ~ she could increase her fund of knowledge.

blamed those countries where nationalism became

He

imperialist~

fascist and oppressive.
However, Nehru
tries~

held~

in ease of Afro--Asian counao

their war of liberation was qualitatively better and

appeared

®lil!Ocr~ti~

and progres.sive.

Nehrt'i! was an intemationa=

list, because he believed that it was the demand of the

situatio~

He also knew that nat,onalism would remain the outstanding

urg~

till some measure of political freedom was achieved.
Being an Indian, he fel t·:the full weight of impe=rialism, so he was naturally against
diser~inated

~peri~lism,

racially so he was anti=racialist.

Indians were
There was no

political and eeonomie fr0edom under the British rule so Nehru
opted for democracy and socialism.
also thought others shoUJld get that.

What he wanted in India, he
Thus Nehru's ideology of

nationalism and internationalism was the same and exercised
conciliatory approach to internationalism.

r~
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A comprehensive study of the Indian version of
nationalism and

internationalism~

involving their very nature,

constitutes the core area of any study of this type• It is
important to note that the rise and the growth of these two ideas
and for that matter, nationalist movement, was the product of the
very imperial system that had two important. and integrally connected factors - the reinforcement of

~perialism

at different

stages of its evolution and the accentuation of the desire for
self-government.

This. nationalist movement took an organised

form in 1885.. with_establishment of the Indian National Congeess
which subsequently became the ®lllill~-~-~-®lfil~·-:;

·

CC!lf

India's political

hopes and aspirations.
Since the Indian experience of nationalism and
internationalism is closely linked up with the domination under a
foreign rule and the struggle aiming at its overthrow, it signified a common political consciousness and a sense of patriotism
among the people&

The writings of Tagore 1 Gandhi and Nehru. are

sufficient indications of this urge.

At this stage a number of

factors responsible for the emergence of their ideas, may be
identified as socio-cultural renaissance, impact of the western
culture, economic discontent, repressive policy of the opprQssive
rule, racial disertmination and external situation.
Thus~

it may be said that the history of the

develo~
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ment of ideas like nationalism and
Indian

context~

internationalism~

in the

is a record of the advancing consciousness and

the mass-based struggle that started with a fewWesternised
intelligentsia, having faith in the British justice and fair
play, ultimately leading to a strQggle for independence.
The present

st~dy,

while taking into account its

different aspects, has attempted to highlight the

contrib~tions

made by the leading political thlnkers during the period. A

survey from the socio-economic and political perspective will
show the different stages, as a stage when it was a movement by
the Western intellectuals (1885=1905), as an era of extremist
middle class movement
by Gandhi

(!92~48)

(190~20)~

for a meaningful and complete study of the

contribution of

Tagore~

nationalism and

internationalism~

thinker~,

and an era of mass movement led

Gandhi and Nehru.
as

The concepts of

develop~d

by these three

have been examined in their proper historical setting,

political environment, cultural and ideological influences and

individual orientation.

B.

~nelud1ng

Observations: .
1'ag0re 9 Gandhi and Nehru wre thr~~ outstanding and

dominating figures of the twentieth

-~®rrnt~r-w J~d.1~te•

actions~

only inspired millions of Iddians by their
vided

of lasting benefit to

1d~as

Th~

narrowly national.

h~manity.

. They not
pro~

but also

Neither of them was

message was for the worldo They were

motive forces in their common task of regenerating their people•

Thsy were outstanding personalities not only in India but also
for the world during the first half of the present century.

The

historical context of their philosophy was constituted by two
elements~

colonialism and Indian renaissance.

Briti~h

they were brought

However,

in different ways and in different cultural

~p

gnilieue. }"agore 9 C?andhi and Nehru haddeveloped their world views

in

~heir ~ffferen~

Qf.thes~_thr~~

ways.

re;;u~t,

As a

.a

w;:omparativ~

analysis

thinke:r .on different.dimensions of nationalism and

internationalism has been a curiosity among students of Indian
nationalism.

One of

the_imp~ic~t

been to ascertain to
Nehru Ot:'
one

~ational:

anothe~.

earlie:r

wha~ ext~n.t t~e

a!ld

in1:ernat~oJ1al

As those three

id199l.ogi<:al_moo~ings
d~scus$ions

objectives of the study has
.views of

Tagore~

Gandhi and

questions are congruent with

t~inkers

had profound impact on the

of the national movement in India 11 and as

revf:}al that

~tl0'-:190 ~ll. of

them had in their

minds the cherished goal of self-determination or Swaraj, there

·
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were differences among

nartionC:tli_sm

high

leve~

in their

~~em

~nd i~ternational~sm.

q{

so~ial 9

cul~uralt

per~eptions

and views on

nationalism reflected a

~s

political, and not the

eeofilOmic intsgration 0 jUJstice demands a, comparative

least~

~nc:;lysis

of

T agore, G&~~ndhi and Nehru on these a~pe~ts_ of nationalism. FLBrthsr 9
as all of these thinkers developed their
th~

grim, st1;uggle for

n!ltio~~l

nation, their views Oi\

demo.c:ra~y,

T~ese views~

humanism,
wh~t

~oeialism

f4)r~ign

domi=

~ecula~ism_ ~t1 eg~li:tarianism

~~se~s ~heir

ideology of

coupled wit~ their a~se~smerit of

and communism 11 .

extent they were

in the m:ldst of

freed9m against the

have been compared and_ eon-:trasted to
nationalism.

idea~

~r~

interna~i~n~li.sts

expected. to. del~eate

t9

and what were the simila=

rities and differences among these thinkers on internationalism.

· ·· th-e- o.-bovi.
_From,(. an_aly~~s 9 it may be_

~oneluded

safely that :

( l) Both Tagore a~~ _Gandhi__ wer~ more In~ian. than 'flestern in their

'8\fOtld=outlook.

However, Gandhi was

b~sically

ted and ceaseless ~ctivt'ty, whereas Tagore

of thought.,._
Wes~ern

Neh~u~

on

cultl&re than

t~e

o:ther hand& was

Ino;li~n

in mQ$"t of.

a man of concentra-

was primarily a man
~nfluenced

h~s bas~~

more by the

ideas.

However,

Nebru was fully aware of the reality of the Indian -,social
matrix~

(2) _Tagore and Ga~dhi affirmed_ the sup:ref!le !lecessity of a moral

regeneration for the attainment of

politic~!

tprayaschitta 0 (Atonement),Tagore anticipated

ends0

In

Gandhi~s

non-

.,

violent civil disobedience and no-tax campaign.
criticised the concept of passive

a force

whi~h_ wa~

n~c:essarily

not

used against truth as

we~l

resi_stanc~

However. Tagore

by saying that it was

moral _in itself; it could be

as fQr ito

Unlike Gandhi and Tagore,

Nehru 11 s v~ews ref:t,ected the pos'lP enlightment rationalist and
Europe~

positivist thought of

( 3) Gandhi a~d Tagore w~re of the opinion that selfishness and
w~re

narrowness

the r.oot_ cau§es of many

when_Gandbiji advocated
within

p~ple

the~imp~ovement

mod~rn evils~

of

condition from

ragore advocated the improvement from

Nehru on the other hand, was in f avo1,1r of
modernisation_w?s
G~dhi

th~s

modified_modernisa~io'n.

l-bwever 9

without~

modernisation~

but his

·Nehru differed with

on non-vi9lence.- _ but he had all admiration for moral and

ethical side of the non-violence.
(4} Gandh~ believec{ in
!;land~_

the

Nehru was a. ,believer in

oth~r h~nd,
.

.

"

of the

masses~

on the other

demo.cracy for the masses.

On

Te1g9re was the aristocratic artist, a "turned

democrat. with proletarian..
.

dem9c~acy

....

n
sympathies~
.
-

If Gandhi was the prophet

of long-suffering_ mar:tyrdom for the sake of

justice~

Tagore

stood for temperate living based on fortitude and moderetion.
(5) Tago~e, Gand~i_ and ~ehru ~tood for_ the secular concept of
national:tsm.

However, there is a considerable amount of religion

in Gandhi's approach and ideas.-

He tried to resolve Hindu -

Muslim conflict within the frame of reference of religion rather

t~an wit~

a militant secularist frame,_ thought and action. Tagore

developed his religic;ms on the basis of "divinity of man 11 and "humanity of_Goc:{"._ In this approac;:h there was no room for communalism,

sectar~an~sm

and conservatism.

Tagoreas philosophy of

secularism
was based on his notion that Hindus and Muslims should
.
-.
,

.

not believe in isolationalism since creation depended on the
perpetual

harmony~

Nehru was a liberal in his outlook, though

he was conscious of the role of religion in a feudal society.
Agnosticism_and the absence of any transforming religious experience had strengthened his secularism.
a material cloak.

Nehru's secularism has

Gandhi was building nationalism on the basis

of harmonious cCJcaexistence and reconciliation, rather than on
assimilation and amalgam at ion and fusion<»
On the question of economics, Gandhian economics is

not a branch of positive economics which merely attempts to predict economic events on the simple premise that citizens try to
maximise their net material gain subject to the relevant constraints.

It is, rather, a variant of normative economics which

proposes an ideal economic order. Gandhi did not believe in the
"True economics never militates
.
against the highest ethical standare, just as all true ethics
autonomy of economic 1 aws.

to be worth its name must at the same time be also good economics".

Gandhi's advocacy of a rural civilisation was consistent

with his unified outlook~ where ethics was interchangeable with
economics. Tagore ascribed decisive significance to economic
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self- sufficiency; because India was plagued by famine and
tion.

starv.·~

Tagore emphasised the village as the primary unit and the

shut~anchor

in India.

for any effort at constructive nationalism to succeed

Nehru, on the other hand, was deeply involved with

socialism as an economic theory of state ownership and control of
the basic means of production and distribution.

To him, socialism

was the economic technique for the liberation of the masses from
the industrial and agrarian feudal lords and oligarchs.
supported industrialisation, but Gandhi opposed it.

Nehru

HOwever, at

(\

a later stage, Nehru tried to reconcile his

vi~s

on economy

in the shape of mixed-economy where the merits of both socialism
and capitalism were synthesized.
Tagore, Gandhi and Nehru also differed in their
views on international questions and issues.
phet with a universal message•

Gandhi was a pro-

His utterance that "my love,

therefore, of nationalisme or my idea of nationalism, is that my
country may be free so that the human races may live" is a pointer
that Gandhi was not

a nationalist

in the usual sense of the term.

Tagore, on the other hand, was a champion of the people and not
of the nation.
humanism~

Tagore clamoured for the release of

co~~poXit~

and endeavoured nationalism as organised gregariousness

and mechanical gluttony.
to civilisation".

He echoed that "nationalism is a menace

Nehru prescribed some kind of fusion between

the concept of nationalism and the new ideals of proletarianism
and internationalism. He was v;;:,::."';;·· much averse to narrow, egois..,
tic and expansionist nationalism.

